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THE CHAIRMAN Gentlemen, I open this meeeting. I think we have now two-

matters to discuss. Later on, we shall have to discuss the question of

Article 18 and so on. As we are still busy with Article 8, I would ask

the Rapporteur how far he has gone with regard to the ultimate redraft

of Article 8, paragraphs 1 and 2, so as to get a definite

decision on that if possible.

THE RAPPORTEUR (Mr Loddy): We have prepared revisions of Article 8,

paragraph 1, and of Article 9, paragraph1,In so far as these provisions

relate to the matter of. public worksand governmental purchased for public

use. We have also prepared a revision of Article 8, paragraph 2, in the

light; of the discussion at earlier meetings and a draftof a provision

which could be inserted a paragraph 3 of article 33 to take account of the

suggestions made with regal to new preferential arrangements. I believe

those documentshavebeen distributed and I think we could probably take up

first the provisions of Article 8,paragraph 1, and Article 9, paragraph 1,

relating to public worksand governmental purchses for governmental use.

I think it would be better to start with Article 9. paragraph 1, regarding

the deletion fromthatprovision of the commitmentregarding governmentalental

purchasesgovernmental use, because it a it affectsform of d of Arti,le 8

par*graph 1.

CHAIRMANAMdZ: May Ietak every memberhasber had time to read through this

ment prepared by the Rapporteurtour? I think we should follow the advice

of Rapporteur and start with -itAreiclo 9, paragraph I will ask our ur

pporteur to o report thechanges he proroposes shouldebo madenià this

Artic.e,

THRAPPORTEURURMr Leddyîy): he decision of the Committeeee, as I understooit,t,

s to revise paragraph's 11A article 9 so as omit any commitmentto grantrat

ionalntreatment in respectpct governmentalpurchases for governmental use.se.

wt vas pointed out at the meeting by the Deategre ofetUnited Kingdom&
that a simple deletion of th words s in the first paragraph ofAarticle 9

relating tosuch purchasesw ould not be enough, that itwould. probably be

necessary to have a specfZce exception. Upo -examination of the draft,wee
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sameto thesame conclusion, that the phrase appearing about the middle

of the paragraphincluding laws and regulations governing the procure-

ment by governmental agencies of supplies for public use would need to be

changed into a specific exception, and we have changed it to read "except

laws and regulations govering the procurement by governmental agencies

of supplies for governmental use". That change from "public" to "govern-

mental" I would like to discuss in a moment. The need for this is, I

think, made clear by the fact that the preceding language is a broad

general commitment and, if the sentence should stop after the words

"other use", there would still be ambiguity as to whether or not the

commitment for national treatment in respect of governmental purchases was

included. That is the reason why we have made it a specific exception.

With regard to the question of "public" as against "gonvernmental"
use, in the light of the discussion which took place here earlier, we

came to the conclusion that "public use" was probably too broad and what

we had in mind was purchases of. supplies for use by governmental agencies

not for resale. The word "public" might be construed to mean supplies

bought for resale to the public. So we suggest that that change should also.

be made.

THE CHAIRMAN:. Before we begin to discuss this, I would like to make one

remark. As the paragraph has been phrased now, it sounds rather definite.

It sounds.as though the question of public works and so on has been

deleted altogether. So I think in any case we should have to make a note

here that we will refer to that question later on when we have discussed

the question of state trading. I do not know whother we should put in

here the phrase "except as covered by article " so and so. I think that

is something to be decided later on.. So the deletion is provisional

at this Moment andnotdefinite, because that is a question to be

discussed and decided upon later.

MR MIÂC=iE (Uand àhôuld like to say one thing, asd that is that I feel

rather dgo ernmentalt the'use of the word "I.aerrnraeta" in the phrase

"foto me rnmental use"there doos seen to.e we get back thG'r to the

melyguity fis covered w startetermweely, what Là coveredd by the tom'.

to me that if . In a way, Lt sees to rie that if .you talk about

*
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"procurement by governmental agencies of supplies for governmental

use", you are in a sense arguing in a circle, because governmental

agencies may have different sorts of functions and it might be

argued that the word must have the same connotation in the two places.

and therefore, whatever the working which the particular governmental agency

may be doing whether it be a government department of the ordinary

kind or whether it be a post office which has telegraphs and telephones,

or whatever it may be -ipso facto anything it does is for governmental

use, so that so to speak, you have a definition which would XXXX not

define anything. It does still seen to me that it might be rather

better to bring in the test of resale in so many words and to say some-

thing like this: "procurement. by governmentalagencies of. supplies which

are not intended .or resale". .One could embroider on that, if necess-

ary and say "which are not intended for recale whether in their

original state or after processing". I feel that, if one puts it

that way, although there are more words in it, you have thena definite

line drawn, whereas, if you say "governmental",.you do not have à

definite line.

MR McKINNON(Canada): Mr Chairman, I have been considering a suggestion

such as Mr Shackle has just made, as to whether or not we could not

again revert to a reference to resale. I personally would prefer to

have it in, but I do recall that, when. the phrase was suggested some

days ago, Mr Hawkins thought that by implication it might cause

confusion.in respect of the provisions of articles 26 or 27, in. that

it night convey the impression that goods under this Article, being not

for resale, might be subject to national treatment and, therefore, on

a discriminatory basis which night conflict with the whole conception

of Articles 26 and 27. We did not argue that point at that time. It

struck me when he made it, just hearing itstated, that "three might be

some substance to it, but that, if it is not going to delay too long

to re-open it, I would like to endorse Mr Shakle's suggestion that we

attempt in some way to got in a reference to the fact at these goods,

- whether you call it "governmental use" or "public use" :are not for

4.
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resale.

MR SHACKLE(UK) :Mr. Chairman, might I just say on that it was my idea

that,if we did include an amendment of this kind in Article 9, then

in Articles 26 and27, we should make a corresponding amendment so that

those Articles would cover goods which are for resale. In that way,I

think you could get a clear division between the two sets of Articles.

would. relate to goods not for resale, and Articles 26 and 27

Could relate togoods for resale.

THECHAIRMAN: May I ask Mr Hawkins to commentupon the remarks that have

been made and to say whether it would perhaps be wise to put it the other

way round and say"other than the goods mentioned in.Articles 26 and 27"?

MR. HAWKINS(USA): I do not see any objection to including the phrase

"not for resale". I suppose it would read something like this "laws and

regulations governing the procurement by governmental agencies of

supplies for", had that refers to governmental us and not for resale.

I think that would be all right. The choice is between public and

"governmental" in that context It seems to me slightly to favour

"governmental" for this reason, that it sounds as though they were not

for resale to the public. There is not much danger of that, but still

it is possibility.

MR.McKINNON (Canada): One of my colleagues suggests that it might be worth

examining whether or not, having excluded then by specific reference,

we should impose the condition in respect of,suchgoods in the last

sentence. I know that is not the intention and I myself think it does

not have that effect, but I want to raise the point since it has been put

to me ."The provisions of this paragraph shall be understood to preclude

the application of internal requirements restricting the amount or

proportion of an imported product permitted to be mixed, processed,

exhibited or used I do not think one cuts across the other, but I just

thought I would like to raise it.

THE CHAIRMAN:Has,our Rapporteur anything to say on this?

THE RAPPORTEBUR(Mr Leddy): I think the last sentence refers too the

quantitative limitations relating to mixing, processing and . exhibition

5.
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and not to. governmental purchases at all.

THE CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, I would first like to have your decision as to

whether we can agree with Article 9 till the lastsentence. commencing

"The provisions". Is that agreed?

MR SHACKLE (UK): I am sorry to interrupt again, but it is with reference

to the.phrase which *Mr Hawkins suggests - "for governmental use and not

for resale". I am wondering whether, once we have introduced this test

of resale, we gain anything by adding "for governmental use". It does

.seem to me that the term "governmental" is, so to speak, vague in itself,

because the conception of what is governmental is a thing which changes

from time to time. In the past, the functions of governments have been,

so to speak, administration as traditionally understood, but we have

seen of late years governments enter upon all kinds of activities which

were not regarded as governmental in past ties. They now run post

offices; they run telegraphs and telephones; they run railway and so

on, and some of them even engage in complete monopolies of foreign

trade. So that the term, as it series to me, becomes enormously extended,

and one cannot really say what it covers. I should have thought, if one
.. . .

inofoduced this defiaiie test oe resale, it would ba better to leave

out the word "govenru.ontaso completelyund that it is se cor:pglete

nibiguous.

THE CHGIFEMI' At firat sight, w shsome have thought there *as sooe sense

ental.vin the words "gevernmüweal ueecomecluded, because vo hero core

to tof very trading, nationalisedt state tr.dig, nbicrna!iscd industries,

"d so on. In ri reading ofe governmental use", I should say that it

at they we callo dô Y;it vihatand so on, done ublic works àndà8seon, done

ke nationalised industries, in mytionalisaod industries, in.

opinion, that wwould net be a question that muld bu covered by the

tomr "govomniental resaleran "not intended for re3ale" would simply

strengthen the pescommodities. Thatd to myesc cormodities. 2hat, is PY

ot know whether I read the sentenceïw hethur I reoa the sento'roei

clearly. something included suchy aving somethingà included suc as

'of supplies for govewkins to compent will ask Mr Havicins to co=e.Stf
.~~~~~~~~~6
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on that.

MRHAWKINS (USA) I would prefer to keep the words "for governmental use",

but I have not any very "conclusive reasons for doing so, except that I

do not see clearly the difficulty decribed by Mr Shackle. It may be that

I have understood him well. I cannot imagine what difficulties of

interpretationwould arise under it.

Mr. SHACKLE (UK): My idea was that, if you have an exact test, it is perhaps

superfluous to reinforce it by; an unprecise one.

THE CHAIRMAN:What is the Rapporteur's idea?

THE RAPPORTEUR: I think if you say "procurement by governmental agencies

of supplies not intended for resale", the question arise as to what you

mean by "not intended for resale". To whom?

Mr SHACKLE(UK) Any resale.

THE RAPPORTEUR(Mr Leddy): Any resale to other agencies of the government..

Frequently one agency will purchase for another, and you will have some

sort of resale.

MR SHACKLE (UK): If you do not qualify the word "resale", you will cover

resale to anybody and everybody.

THE RAPPORTEUR(Mr Leddy): Yes, which you do not necessarily want to do. I

think if you have both phrases you make it clear that what you are

talking about is the use of supplies for the government itself and not

for use by the general public-- not to be sold to the general public.

7.
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THECHAIRMAN: May I comment on the remark.just made by. the Rapporteur?

If we were simply to say "not intended for.re-sale" or "not for re-sale"

that would, not cover the position in my country. The position in my

country is this. We might perhaps buy through one agency and re-sell

to another agency simply to make a debit and credit balance. So we

would defeat cur own purpose here.if we dowhat is suggested.

MR SHACKLE (U.K.): Mr Chairman, it strike me, with regard to. the

ambiguity which has been mentioned .by you and by the Rapporteur, that

it would be got over if, after the words "re-sale", we added "to-the

public", so that it would then read, "which. are not intended for re-sale

to the public". .,

THE CHAIRMAN: What about nationalised industries in that connection?

MR SHACKEL (U.K.): I think processingg" would clearlsomeover soe kinds

cfIndusoceal prccoss, but you could elab rate et.furthcr and say

"after processing or manufacture", or "for use in the manufacture cf

other gcods", perhaps.

MR HAWKINS (USA): Mr Chairman, itoseems ta me if wouteave oUt "for

governmental use" weloseher lcse the pfrpose o. the provision. I am

not at all sure that ail the draftssuggested would not uld.not be all

riohto i dc net think that much difisrence Ls present in the texts;. but

I thineverhichOvwe form wc weoose, vu mustreferenceeforen,. te governmental
u.o.

THE CHAIRMAN; Ifgathered atherod the feelieg of tommitteeommittcc

correctly, w think ve are all in faveur cf including theforrds "fcr

governmental use", with the excepMron cf Me Shackloo so I weuld ask him

weothor ho insists on leavine eutothoso wwhether vehothcagreean agrce

te it as it isonow, "fcr governmental use and not ifor red fee re-salc".

MR SHACKEL (U.K.): I do not want to insispointmy ocint. I do say that I

think there still romains a doubt es to thc meanieg of tho word

"governmental", and for that reason I doubt whether it is of much value

to have et in thore. I should have theught cncoverld eovor tho matter

morepreciscly by, as it were, elaborating the matter of re-sale; but i do
8.
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not feel more strongly about it than that.

Mr HAWKINS (USA): This is another point one raised by the Canadian

representative. I do not think there is any conflict between the

exceptions the last sentence but we could avoid any possibility of

it by taking the exception out and making a separate sentence.

THE CHAIRMAN: That is another point. I want us first to decide on this

one. I move that we all agree to accept the first part of Article 9,

paragraph 1, and make a note of the remark made by Mr Shackle for the

guidance of the Drafting .Comittee, so that his point is not lest sight of.

May we for the time being then, agree on this part of it?

MR SHACKLE (U.K.): I take it that we are not agreeing to questions which

fall within the competence of the Technical Sub-Committee? I am thinking

of these words "sale, transportation or distribution or affecting their

mixing", and so on. As I understand it, that's before the Technical

Sub-Committee and not before us, so I take it that in agreeing to this

wording we are not prejudicing the discussion in the other Sub-Committee?

THE CHAIRMAN: That is right.

MR. McKINNON(Canada): Do not you think the last half hour's discussion

has revealed that the more we attempt to refine this the more trouble

we makefor ourselves? For instance, the latest suggestion has got the

word. "intended" in. I can think of a government buying a great quantity

of very important capital good and later re-selling them. They could

always say they had net intended to re-sell them when they bought them

but that there was net anything. else they could do -with them It is just

another instance of the confusion we get into when we attempt to

differentiate between public use.and -governmental use. Although I think
we are all agreed that the first draft of the Rapporteur did almost

exactly what we wanted, in a sense the more we attempt to touch up every.

little refinement of wording the more difficult the sense becomes, and I

wonder if it would net be still better to go back to what was the original

Canadian suggestion, that is, to drop all reference to this from the

charter, Just as we moved to drop all reference to public contract from

the preceding article? Mr Shackle on that point has suggested that if we

9.
.~~~~~~9
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do so these gords may be still caught under tho more general wording

of the first sentence. Well, if they are, what about it? we are finding

great difficultyin specifically excluding thom, and it seems to me that

we are not taking very much more chance if we accept the possibilitythat

they may be included.

THE CHAIRMAN: Before I ask Mr Hawkinsto comment on this proposal, may I

say this? I think Mr McKinnon's remark raises a very important point

of principle. My own opinion has always been that, whatever we do here,

we shall never be able to cover every contingency and possibility in a

draft. Economic life is tcc varied for that, and .there are all kinds of

questions which are bound to arise later on The important thing is that

once we have this agreement laid downwe have to act in the spirit of it.

There is no doubt that there will be certain difficulties, -but if we are

able tocover 75 cr 80 or 85 por cent of themI think it will be Suf-

ficient. Perhaps I am too optimistic,* but i think.that is the only way

this whole charter will be able to work later on, and, basing myself -n

that supposition, I think that there in a gain in having in hero the

words "for governmental use and not for re-zale".

MR McKINNON (Canada): I think we should leave out the .word "intended".

TUE CHAIRMAN: Leave eut "intended"?

MR HAWKINS (USA): I was rather inclined to agree with Mr McKinnon's

views but net so much so that I think we can spend much more time on

this. My position would be that I agree either to drop it, as he

suggested, or take the present draft as it is.

THE CHAIRMAN: .I think we would gain by making clear what we moan by this

clause. I think probably the best thing to do now is simply to raise

hands and say what we prefer. The first proposition is to drop it

entirely. These in favour cf that?

MR ADARKAR (India): We are speaking of Article 9?.

MR McKINNON (Canada): It is on thc assumption that we are aiso dropping the

cne out cf Article 8. My proposition was always to drop both.

THE CHAIRMAN: Again I ask the question: Who is in favour of dropping it

altogether? 10.
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MRALAMILLA(Cuba): I shall have to oppose it ifthe suggestion is to

take it out completely.

THE CHAIRMAN Will those in favour of dropping it out please raise -'their

hands? (how cf hands). There are five in favour, and there seems to

be one really oppesing it. Now, who is in faour of having thenew

draft, for governmental use and not for re-sale"?

MR.ALAMILLA(Cuba): I am not carc which it is, but I must have in the

words "re-sale".

THE CHAIRMAN:Those in favour? (Show of hands). There seem to be two

in favour of this. I do not know how to get out, of this.

MR SHACKLE (U.K): Is not there, on the whole, a balance of advantage

in saying "fcr governmental use and not for re-sale"? Afer all, one

knows there will be a. definite difficulty. for some countries over those

purchases if government departments are required to give no preference

to home supplies. I do not feel strongly about it, but I should have

thought we would-be putting cur necks out less if we accepted this for

of amendment,
MR HAWKINS (USA): I would move that we accept it as re-drafted.

MR McKINNON (Canada): I would say this: rather than have a division in

the Sub-Ccmittee I am quite propared to take the last draft, "for

governmental use and not for re-sale".

MR.ALAMILLA (Cuba): I should explain to the Committee that I am oppesing

the deletion of this on these grounds. In the constitution of Cuba

there is a provision that in cases where goods are offered. at the same

tïme b: nationals and by other countries, the Cuban product should be

preferred, therefore I would have to oppose the deletion of that clause.

It says in this text, "shall be accorded treatment no less favourable

than that accorded like products of national origin".

MR McKINNON(Canada) It says "except" thore.

MR ALAMILLA (Cuba): I oppose taking out the whole exception; but, of course,

if the exception is left in, I am content either with the words "for

governmental use" or "for governmental use and not for re-sale", Either11.
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oneeof thoe is pQrfectly satisfactory to mc.

MR ADARKAR (India): When I indicated that the Indian delegation would

agree to the deletion of this particular phrase from both clauses

and both Articles, Article 8 an Article 9, what I unoorstocd was that

.by dgletinS the clauses here we should be dealing with it elsewhere

under state trading, in accordance with your original proposal Mr

Chairman; but if the proposal is that we just delete them here and

say nothing about governmental purchases for governmental use, then

I would certainly strongly support Mr ehacklo's suggestion that we

soick ta this formula, "except laws and regulations governing the

procurement by governmental agencies of suppor governmental use l use

ondfne tor' re-sale eo tho public".

THE CHAIRMAN: I twink ve have reacommoncamon agreement to leave. it as it is.

Of course, it is a clear-cut exception - "for governmental use ond net

for re-sale".

MR ALAMILLA (Cuba): I am satisfied.

THE CHAIRMAN:Then is it eecidod teat wc adopt this revised draft and

make a note weth rogard to Mr Shackle's arguments for the guidance of

thf Dratting. Committee when they look into it again more closely?

(Agreed.)

Bewore ve return to Article 8, there is just the last sentence

cf Article 9. -Now, my first opinion would be that ia is à question

fcr the Technioam Clmeittea to deal with. I left that out on purpose.

Therc were certain remarks made to the effect that some confusion

might be caused - I think Mr McKinnon put argumentumoln forward.

MR. McKINNON (Canada):. I accepted the Raopo't urte4intorprotation that that

lapt sentence related back to the major portion of the Article rather

than to the exception.

THE CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, I think th t if' we report toat ea tho.,other
Sub-Committee, with the remark made just now by Mr. McKinnon, and

advise toen te make a separate paragraph of this last sentence, we have

done everything we ought to do here; otherwise we are doing the oork Of

the Technical Sub-Committee, and that is not in our terms of reference.
12.
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MR VIDELA (Chile): The Technical Sub-Committee agreed this morning to
meet tomorrow at 3 p.m. therefore if I may have a copy of what we

agree here I will be able to present it to the Sub-Committeeat that

time.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes; and would it holp you if the Rapporteur were there to

explain it?

MR VIDELA (Chile) : Yes.

THE CHAlRMAN: Then I will ask Mr Leddy if it would be convenient for him

to attend the meeting of the Technical Sub-Committee tomorrow at 3 o'clock
for that part of the discussion.

THE RAPPORTEUR (Mr Leddy): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:We have now to return to Article 8(1), and again I would

like to ask the Rapporteur to explain to us how it should now read.

THE RAPPORTEUR (Mr Leddy): Our understanding with regard to article 8

was that the Committee had agreed to drop two things: firstly, any

most favoured nation commitment relating to the awarding of public works

contracts; secondly, any most favoured nation commitment relating to

govermental purchases for governmental use and not for re-sale, which

was obviously provided for in Article 9. The first agreement is taken

care of rather simply by deleting the last sentence of the first paragraph
of Article 8. Tho second agreement required some minor technical re-

wording, simply because, ;ven though we have excepted governmental.

purchases for governmental use from Article 9, they are still referred to

in that Article. The language of Article 8 originally read, "most

favoured nation treatment with respect to all matters relating to

internal taxation or regulation referred to under Article 9". 1e have

simply changed that to read, "and with respect to all matters affected by

the provisions relating to national treatment in Article 9". In the

revised wording the "governmental purchases for governmental use" would

not be affected by the previsions relating to national treatment, and

therefore would not be subject to most favoured nation treatment under

Article 8.

THE CHAIRMAN; Gentlemen do we agree to the proposal of the Rapporteur?
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(Agreed.) Then we are finished with Articles 8 and 9, and the

only possibility of referring to then again is in Geneva, whon we

discuss state trading.

MR ALAMILLA (Cuba): I do not want to have to make a reservation, but

when you use words of that sort I feel I ought to say that we may not

want to wait until then.

THECHAIRMAN: You have the chance to refer to it again, of course,

when this pomes before the main Committee, but I sincerely hope you

will net find it necessary to take advantage of that opportunity.

14.
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Gentlemen,we have still paragraph 2 of article 8 to deal with

I understand that our Rapporteur has done some very useful work in

getting out a new proposed draft of Article 8, paragraph 2, which

is now before you. The first question I have agian to askk is: Have you

had an opportunity to study it no that we can discuss it now?may I

take it that we can. discuss it now? There is one small change in the

forth line, where you will find the word "importations". It should be

"importation"; the ."s" should be deletod. I will aask the

Rapporteur to explain this draft to us..

THERAPPORTEUR (Mr Leddy):I should. say that fortunately there was no work

to be done on this. This text with minor changes is the same. as that

agreed to by the Sub-Committee at an earlier meeting, on the under-

standing that one or two points that were bothering the Delegate for

Cuba would be discussed with him andwith the Delegate from Canada

Upon examination of the text and further consideration, I think they

both agreed that it was all right, that the points they had in Mind were

taken care. of. There are two minor changes. With regard to the

language in brackets under 8:2 (a) "in respect of which preferences

were in force at that date", it is suggested that that phrase be

deleted since it refers back to this whole question of establishing a

dateto serve as a basis for the negotiations in the spring, whereas

the Committee had agreed earlier, I believe, that that question

should be taken up elsewhere, possibly as a part. of the precedural details

rather. than be incorporated in any way in the charter, The second

change.is a. very minor one under (c). It has been agreed that the

exception should read "preferences in force on June, 30th, '1946, between

neighbouring countries". We simply rade it July 1st, because we had.

July 1st, 1939, in (a). Itwas. a natter of consistency of dates.. One

further suggestion that might be made is that, in order to put

the exception under (c) on the samefooting as the exemptions under

aand (b), ..the word "exclusively" should be -inserted in (a) at the

15.
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appropriate place, probably before the word "between.", so that it

will read "preferences in force on 1st July, 1946, exclusively

between neighbouring countries".

THE CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen,before I ask you to open the discussion on

this proposed redraft of Article 8 (2) (and I shall take it paragraph

by paragraph, the first part of paragraph 2 and then (a), (b) and

(c), in order to see that weagree on it), I think we will ask the

Rapporteur to explain the last part of this note to us: that is the

proposed new paragraph to be inserted a ter paragraph 2 of article

33, because it has a definite bearing on this whole thing,

THEREPPORTEUR (Mr Leddy): The provision on page 2 of the draft before you

has an error in it in the last line but one. It should read "Any such

exception shall be subject to approval by the organisation" -- the words

"the organisation" have been omitted from this copy. At an earlier

meeting, the Delegate from India proposed that there should be

provision.,of new preferential arrangements somewhere in the charter.

It was felt by other members of the Committee that any new preferential

arrangements could be authorised by the organisation under .Lrticle 55,

paragraph 2, under which the organisation may establish procedures for

waiving any of the obligations of the charter. The Delegate from India

felt nevertheless that something should be put in the charter which

would recogisee that in exceptional circumstances such preferential

arrangements may need to some into force, and other members of the

Committee, as I understand.it, tentatively agreed with that, provided

that it vas understood that approval of any such arrangements would be

under ArticIe 55, paragraph 2. The language before you is our attempt

to set forth that understanding. It would be placed in Article 33,

paragraph 3, which contains certain exceptional from all the provisions

of chapter 4, including those relating to advantages accord d for the

purpose of facilitating frontier traffic and customs unions. The

provision is' simple. I do not think it requires any further'.

explanation.

16.
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THE CHAIRMAN:. I went to say that I asked our Rapporteur to memtion this --

it was discussed at length at previous meetings in order to show that it

hasbeen agreed on. I propose that we discuss this proposed new paragraph

to be inserted after paragraph 2 of article 33 and not confine cur

remarks and obligations solely to Article 8.

MR VIDELA. (Chile): I have a note here (perhaps I am wrong) that Committee II

referred-Article 33 to the Technical Sub-Committee.

THE CHAIRMAN:No.

MR VIDELA (chile): Is that Wrong?

THe CHAIRMAN: Article 32 was referred to the Technical Sub-Committee, and

Article 33. to the. Sub-Committee on Procedures.

MR VIDELA(Chile): Then I.am wrong.

MR LECUVER(France) (Interpretation): Have. we adopted the proposed redraft

of Article 8, paragraph 2? I thought you said that we .should,. first of

all, consider the. proposed new paragraph .to be inserted. after paragraph

2 of Article 33?

THE CHAIRMAN: No, I did not say that. I said that we should now try to

agree upon paragraph 2 of Article 8, referring at the same time to para-

graph 3 of Article 33. If you agree, I propose. that we now take

the first part of Article 8, pararaph 2, down to (a). Is that-

adopted? (Agreed). Then we come to (a). Are there any remarks or is

(c) adopted with the change proposed by the Rapporteur?

MR SHACKLE- (UK): I think there is a very.-small drafting question left over,

about the use af the expression "a commonwealth of nations". I would say

that we in the United Kingdom delegation are quite content to leave

that as it is drafted. There are possibly some -obscure questions which

only Constitutional -Lawyers versed in the complexities of. the British

Commonwealth of Nations could answer, but we are quite content to leave

that as it stands at present.

THE CHAlRMAN: Is that adopted? (agreed) Then we come to (b): "Preferences

in force exclusively between tho United States of America. and the

Republic of Cuba". Is that adopted? (Agreed). Then we exieto (c):

"Preferences in force on 1st July 1946 exclusively between neighbouring

17.. ,
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countries". We have to add the word "exclusively".

MR SHACKLE(UK): Mr Chairman, on that (I apologise for mentioning again

a point which I think I mentioned at the last meeting), I still have

a feeling that it might be better to be specific in this exception.

I understand that it is a case of preferences between Chie and Peru

and between Chile and Argentina. Mightitnot be better actually to

specify those preferences rather than to use this phrase "between neigh-

bouring countries"? I have the feeling that, if we use this phrase,

even with the limiting- date, it does seem to givesome kind of approval

to the idea of a general exception from the most-favoured-nation treat-

ment as between neighbouring countries, just because they are neighbour-
ing. I think that wouid be an unfortunate implication, and, although

I -do not wish to press the point strongly, I would have felt hapier

if it has been possible to write in the specific exception for the

particular preferences we :have in mind.

THE CHAIRMAN: If I understand Mr Shackle correctly, he would prefer to

have added the sentence which is in (a), namely: "Each member to which

this provision applies shall provide a. list af such territories, which

lists shall beincorporated in an annex tothis charter". Is that right?

MRSHACKLE(UK): No, because this is not a case of common sovereignty.

It is a case of preferences between three independent but bordering

sovereign states. I think there would have to be a separate

paragraph, but my suggestion was that we should actually -menntion Chile

and Peru and Chile and Argentina by name there, instead of saying
"between neighbouring countries".

THE CHAIRMAN: may I ask another question? When in the main Committee II

we discussed Article 33, mention was made of a mind of custom union

or preferential treatment between India and Kashmir, between South

Arica and India and Australia and certain islands. Is that something

we cancover with the words when wediscuss territorial application

only, or have they some reference to these neighbouring countries here?

We have to be clear on that before we simply mention only a few; countries.

~~~~~~18k.'
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MR ADARKAR (India): We would prefer to leave () as it is. We arenot

quite sure about the legal and constitutional implications of sub-

paragraph (a) and, in order that any difficulties that may arise in

regard to the interpretation of that paragraph may not exclud certina

preferences, we should prefer that (,) should remain as it is --

not with specific reference to the preferences which exist between

Chile and Peru and Chile and Argentina.

THE CHAIRMAN: The question arises whether at a later date we should have

a list of these preferences in force as we have under (a) (I am

repeating my former question to Mr Shackle) in order that we know

where we are with these things.

MR ADARKAR (India): I should prefer a list.

MR SHACKLE (UK): May I say I should be prepared to withdraw my suggestion

for amending (c)?

MR McKINNON(Canada); By "neighbouring" do we mean "bordering"?

MR SHACKLE (UK): Not if you mean Australia and Papua.

MR McKINNON(Canada): It might be a substantial point when we come to

interpret this clause. "neighbouring" might well not necessarily be

bordering or entirely contiguous.

THE CHAIRMAN:- Therefore, I think at a later date we ought to have a list of

these territories otherwise we shall always be getting into difficulties

as to what is neighboring and that is bordering, and how; far it is to be

stretched -- ls it 20 niles of sea or is it 100 miles of sea; I do not

know.

MR HAWKINS (USA); I do not think we need worry a great deal because the

limiting factor here is actually in force now. The question whether you

want to include "neighbouring" or contiguouss" is not important, because

the important fact is that you have the limiting factor actuallly in force

If my original. suggestion had .been adopted and we had qunalified this by

long-standing and important preferences, it would have been a little safer.

But that is withdrawn, Ithink the real point here is that preferences

actually in force justify their inclusion whether. neighbouring or

contiguous.

THE CHAIRMAN: What in your objection to having a list of these, preferences?

It must be very easy.EVery country concerned in send in a list.
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MR VIDELA (Chile); Perhaps here there is a mistake of procedure. You

were not in the chair the other day; Mr Coombs was in the chair. I

have the records of the other meeting,and onpage 34 you will see

that after some 30 pages devoted to a discussion on. this. we agreed.

"(The Chairman) I presume that is satisfactory to the Chilean

dolegate, since it is his own phrasing. (Mr Videla: Chile): I was

only going to say that when the United States delegate made his

proposal I felt that we should be on the same level as other people

in regard to preferences, but afterwthat he has just said I realise that

that may not be the boat thing, and I am very willing to agree to his

proposal." This wording is not my wording. I presume they have deleted.

pprt of my speech, but I do not mind. The Chairman said: "Is there any

further comment on this, or may I take it as agreed? Then I take

it as o.greed."Therefore, it seem.- to me that we- are wasting time here

and that it is not useful to rovert to. the same discussion ,after it has.

beon approved, because, if this question: is again re-opened, I will re-

open the whole article. I have in mind that there is, a Sub-Committee of IV

form which has not yet met on the question of the preferences under

letterr A. t.

THE AHAIReLN: Parhaps that might answer that. I think I put it quite clearly

that ve have adopted it. After that, we han a Iefgthy discussion and I

imadelsomeeremarksen dk; anC. then we came to Article 33 and a new para-

graph to be inserted. Then we adoptedrocedurenodure of agreeing it

again paragraph by paragraph.

ELAVIDELte(Chilc): The United Kingdom delegate has withdrswn hie proposal, I

think?

.R S!ACKLE (UK): Yes, I have.
ELAVIYELA (Chile): Thon perhaps we can go ahead.
KI HUWIUNS (USA): I weink va meett ralepoint poelit hère for present pur-

poses by inserting aftgr pas raphe (a)anin(b) ii parenthes s "to' be
seecifioe". lhothose tilos whoclaimsocomingcciinr uneer thùse parsgraphe,
partioularly paragraphwic), 'wll indicate that they have certaie prefcr-
onces in orce 'and, had them in force on July let, 1946,neighbouringouring
countries. Anyone whoreferencesrances in force on1July lst,- 1946, would
ticalaatiealy bc, specified undor this paragraph.

THE AHAIR am: I =n prepared, in order not to lengthen ocr disoussion, to
haveArticlezrtclo adopted as it ie.sIt ij quite obvious that, eheomeo coos
to the, definite drafting stage, numbers will want to know where they are,
.so it will crop up anyway in Genevawonce ve have had our negotiations.
Ail these preferences have menbe r-mtwhend iého. you have negotiations, s0
I on preparedoto ad«pt it now.
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THE CHAIRMAN: The only question still to be asked is whetherwe should

add here "neighbouring member countries". That is again difficult

point but perhaps we should, leave it out. Everybody has to refer to

these things again in the main Committee. Well, gentlemen, is 3 adopted?

MR VIDELA (Chile): What is the final draft?

THE CHAIRMAN:"Preferences in force on 1 July 1946 exclusively between

neighbouring countries"; se we have made a change after the agreed text.

MR LECUYER (France)(Interpretation): I should like to draw your attention

to the tact that we have discussed only the English text. Translations

always involve certain difficulties and there is sometimes a risk of

modifying the text while doing so, therefore if you will permit me I

shall. contact the secretariat and refer to you, Mr Chairman,any difficult-

ies that might arise.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes., Now, it is my pleasant duty to congratulate you all

on reaching agreement on Article 8.and part of Article 9. I thikn we

have earned some tea, so we will adjourn for a quarter of an hour.

(The Committee adjourned for 15 minutes)

We have now before us Article 18. When we discussed this part of

the charter in the main Committee the Chairman made a summary of the

basic points which needed further consideration by the Sub-Committee.

I referred tc them yesterday; thoy are enumerated cn page 16 of document

E/EC/T/C.II/7 of 26 October 194. These are the basic points tc be

discussed, together with other drafting points and other observations which

delegates may desire to made here. The question is whether it ould not be

wise te read this through first and see whether there are any points

already covered; and in that waywe shall be ablc to approach this

problem with fresh minds. First pf all there is (a): "whother the

negotiated reduction to be required would differ according to (i) the stage

cf economic development of the country concerned, (ii) the level of its tar-

iff in operation". Wo have to look into that till. Then (b): "whether

preferences subject to negotiation should be those existing at the time

cf negotiations or those existing at a prior date 1 July 1939 -or 1 July
1946". I think we have covered that already in drafting Article 8.

21.
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Then (c): "whether, in order to reduce margins of preferences, only

the most-favoured-nation rate, or both the most-favoured-nation and

the preferential rates, might be reduced". We have still to discuss

that. Then (d): whether preferences subject to negotiation should be

limited to tariffs or include those based on price arrangements in grant-

ing of contract and quota arrangements". We still have to discuss

part of that, because I do not think we can discuss the granting of

contracts in this way. Then (c)-: "whether preferential arrangements,

which had already been agrued upon but had not actually been affected,

might be implemented or extendedd, I think we have taken care of that

and will take further care of it when we discuss Article 33. Then (f):

"whether provision should be made for the establishment of now preferences

as a step in the direction cf the formation of a Customs Union". This

again is article 33 and Articlo 55. Finally (g): whether an escape

clause should be included, so as to make possible remedial action in

cases where industries wore seriously injured because of reduction or

elimination of preferences". We have still to go into that as well.

I propose, gentlemen, that wc start with Article 18, paragraph 1.

May I, in the light of the remarks made before, ask Mr Hawkins and perhaps

also the Rapporteur whether they have anything to suggest with regard to

paragraph 1 of Article 18?

MR HAWKINS(USA): I have no comment to make on paragraph 1. I think it is

simple and self-explanatory.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think, then, that we may take the first paragraph, up to

a. are there any remarks?

MR SHACKLE (U.K). I have one very small point here. In. the fourth line

we have the words "substantial reduction of tariffs". In the Canadian

amendment to Article 8 which we have already adoptedwe speak, I think,

of tariffss and other charges on importation". We perhaps should bring

the wcrding into lino with that.

MR ADARKAR (India): I suggest that there might be some general discussion

on the principle involved in this proposal to negotiate substantial

roductions in tariffs on imports and exports; because, as the Indian
22.
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delegation has stated on previous occasions, some reservation is

necessary on this point to safeguard the position of developing

countries, The sort of reservation that I have in mind is some such

addition as the words, "subject to the provisions of the charter dealing

with industrial development". I suppose that in the Committee which is

dealing with the problems of industrial development the extent to which

tariffs and other restrictive devices could be employed for assisting

the industrial development of backward or undevelopedareas is going to

be discussed. Whatever unclorstandings are arrived at in that Committee,

should we take then into account while conducting these negotiations?

Therefore I suggest that tho condition of the under--devolood countries

should not be disregarded if the entire paragraph 1 of this Article

is made subject to the provisions dealing with industrial development.

That is my first point. The other point deals only with the drafting

of this. There is an explanation here, substantiall reduction of tariffs

(or cf margins of protection afforded by state trading) ". It seems to me

that the object of these negotiations is to secure not merely a reduction

of tariffs which serve to protoct but to socure some sort of rationalisa-

tion of all tariffs, whether they have any protective significance or

not, the object being that even when a particular rate of import duty

has no protective significance, it right be so high as to discourage

consumption unduly. It night be so high as even to defeat the purpose

of bringing in the maximum:revenue. The idea is to use this occasion

to secure the rationalisation of tariffs, and therefore it sons to me

that, Just as the word "tariffs" refers to both protective and non-

protoctive tariffs, the margins maintained by static trading organisations

should be taken into account irrespective cf whether they serve any

restrictive purpose or not. In Article 27, under this letter (a),

where margins maintained by state trading enterprises have been referred

to, no indication has been given as to whether the margin is serving a

particular purpose or not, Tho only word used here is the maximum

margin maintained by the state trading enterprise. wemightadopt the

same procedure and delete these two words "or protection".
23.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Are there any other observations with regard to- the first part

of paragraph 1?

MR HAWKINS (USA): Would it be useful if I made my comments at the ond of

each suggestion that comes up? I have a few words to say on the suggestion

of the delegate.of India.

THE CHAIRMAN: I Myself have also a fowobservations to make here. I think

another point cropped up .which was, I think, -mentioned by the Belgian and

Netherlands delegations We said, "Look here, whatt are we going to do?"

Hore we mention only that we should have the tariffs and the margins of

protection afforded by state trading, but there are still a number of

countries which have a combination of rather low tariffs and quantitative

restrictions, and therefore we have the difficulty: what should be the

starting point of the negotiations? Should it be just simply, as I think

the Belgian delegate said, to reserve the right to increase tariffs if the

outcome of the negotiations is not satisfactory, se that there would not

be a real decrease in the tariffs and margins of preference? Should

we take care of that here and. discuss it here or should we leave it to a

later stage? We have that observation by the Belgian delegate before us,

and we should take it into consideration one way or the other. I think

that when we deal with the summary of the Chairman we should also take

this into consideration. Are there any further observations?

.
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MR ALAMILLA(Cuba): Mr Chairman, I would like to point out in reference

to the point raised by the Delegate for India that the Cuban delegation

have presented a proposed amendment to add a paragraph, latter (c), to

paragraph (a) of this Article, in which that sane point of industrial-

isation is brought to the attention of this Committee. It may be that

we may leave the problem raised by the Indian delegation and consider it

when we come to the proper portion of this letter (c); or in the event

of your wishing to discuss it new, I believe it should be discussed in

reference to the amendment that was distributed on the 28th October

under cover II.16.

MR VIDELA (Chile): I would like to call attention to the Chilean speech

of C.II/PV/2, page 19, which was taken into consideration in the report

of the Rapporteur on the 27th October, page 16, where we refer to

Article 18 (3). You will see there what are said. These are important

questions in relation to the speech of the Indian and Cuban delegates.

We said that exceptions should be (a) when a concession affects

or might affect a national industry in its initial stage of develop-

ment; (b) when a concession affects or might affect a national industry

which is vital to production and employment in a particular region and

cannot easily be re placed by another industry; (c) when home industries

are sufficient te supply internal consumption; and (d) when home

industries use for the most part domestic raw materials.

TBE CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, I want to see what we have to discuss. We have

first to discuss what will be the basis of the coming negotiations.

Then we have to discuss the exceptions to this basis of negotiations.

Then vie have te discuss vthat will bc the consequences of these

regatiations. I think (a) and (b) simply more or less state what would be

the consequence of the negotiations -- specially (b) -- ana (a ) states

those which may net be brought forward as an exception. The first thing

to discuss iswhat would be the basis of negotiations, and, we have

had some remarks made. already. Perhaps there. is more in. thee paper

that has been prepared by the Secretariat. As I see it, it comes down

to exemptions to what will be the basis of negotiations, so perhaps we

had better confine our discussion to that firstpoint.
25.
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MR HAWKINS (USA): I want to be clear about the subject we are discussing.

You speak of the basis of negotiations. Do you mean by that such

qualifications as have just been made by the Delegate for India. and the

Delegate for Cuba?

THE CHAIRMAN: I think the first thing to discuss is what will be the

things to put on the table -- the tariffs, the margins of preferences, and

so on. Then we come to the second part and say there are exceptions in

some circumstances. Perhaps it is not a clear course, but I have to

grope my way through this mass of arguments.

MR AHAMILLA (Cuba): I believe that what we are going to work on is what

the title of Article 18 says -- "Reduction of tariffs and elimination

of preferences". I think that is our subject.

MR HAWKINS (USA): I agree that that is a. subject- and I do not know

-whether it can be spelled out in any more detail. But, attempting to

answer your question, the subject-matter of the. negotiations which are

contemplated here would be both tariffs and preferences. Now, on the

question as to how to proceed with those negotiations, generally speak-

ing, the only way to proceed would be to look at the most-favoured-nation

rate. iA country night ask another for a reduction in that rate, ,with

one or both of two object in view: one would be to reduce the degree

of protection afforded, and the other would be to narrow that preferent-

ial margin. In one case it would be one and in another case the other.

THE CHAIRMAN: It. comes down to this. We have tariffs and margins of

preferences to put on the table. The first thing is the question asked

by the Delegate of India as to the margins of protection afforded by

state trading. We have to orange perhaps the. wording

MR HAWKINS (USA): On that point, I think we should note that that is a

perenthetical clause which refers to Article 27, and the controlling

language would be in Article 27 As to the point that there may be

margins in state trading operations which are so small as to be designed

only for the reason of raising revenue, I think the answer to that. is

that even a revenue margin is to some extent protective. 'Therefore,

the roference in the parentheses in paragraph 1 of Article 18 seems to
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me an accurate description. However, I do not think that the point

is extremely important. The main thing is to show that you are includ-

ing in these negotiations a margin between purchase and resale in state

trading operations just as though it were a tariff. That is the sole

point of the parentheses there.

MR ADARKAR (India): May I explain the reason why I suggested the particular

amendment? It is not of very great consequence, it is true. It has to

be recognised that in certain quarters these negotiations are regarded

with certain misgivings -- quite unjustified misgivings -- and, if the

language of the clause makes it appear that the negotiations are solely

directed towards securing a reduction in the protection afforded to

domestic industries, I think the opposition to those negotiations is

likely to b., stronger.If the reference to protection is eliminated, it

places certain governments in a position to argue that these negotiations

are not solely directed to a reduction of protection but are also intended

for rationalising tariffs, to bring about a general lowering of tariffs,

in order to stimate consumption. As regards the point raised by Mr

Hawkins, that even a revenue margin has a protective consequence, I

should ray that in lost cases that is so, but there may be certain

cases in which there may be no domestic industry at ail, and state trad-

ing may have been resorted to for other reasons.
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MR. VIDELA (Chile): I have here the paper that you mentioned, Mr.

Chairman, and I see that there was agreement in Committee II on

the subject of the order of the discussion in the Sub-Committee.

I think the order was set out in the speeche of the Canadian

Delegate, when hesaid that there seemed to be general agreement

that the reduction or elimination of preferences should be a matter

of negotiation, and that basic points needing further consideration

by the Sub-Committee included a list of things which he enumerated

very clearly. Perhaps that will help us;

MR. HAWKINS (United States of America): Could we dispose of this

point? I think it is easily dealt with. The whole purpose

of the parenthetical phrase is to try to indicate that the margins

referred to in Article 27 are to be treated in much the same manner

as in tariff negotiations. It is convenient to describe. them by

saying "margins of protection". I think we could make the point

clear simply by saying "margins affordcd-by State trading

referred to in Article 27."

THE CHAIRMAN: Is that agreeable to the Sub-Committee?

MR. SHULCKLE (United Kingdom): I should like to raise an incidental

point. In the next lino ono sces the words "and to the elimination

of import tariff preferences." I think that in the same way as we

have by words in brackets explained what is said abouttariffs is

meant equally to apply tomargins afforded by state trading, so that

after the word "import tariff preferences" we should include words

in square brackets "preferences accorded by state trading."

THE CHAIRMAN: If there is no objection, I think we should add this

amendment proposed by Mr. Shackle, and include the words, in

brackets, "or of the margins:afforded by state trading mentioned in

Article 27."
28.
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MR. ADARKAR (India): The reason I suggested that the reference to

the provisions relating to industrial development might be considered

in conjunction with the opening portion was that this part of the

Article deals with the principle of negotiations, while, as you will

sce from the concluding portion of this Article, the remaining

part of the paragraph deels with the rules of procedure...."These

negotiations shall proceed in accordance with the following

rules." Whethter the clauses dealing with industrial development

are to be taken into account in this connection or not is a matter

which, I think, should be covered in the opening portion itself.

It is a natter of indifference how it is dealt with, provided it is

dealt with somewhere, but it seems to me that the way I have suggested

would be the more logical way of dealing with it.

THECHAIRMAN: The Delegate of India is right. Therefore, I would

amend my suggestion so that we would now say, in the first

phrase, "These negotiations...."

MR. McKINNON (Canada): Are we talking about the same margin and the

same state trading in the two parenthetical sentences?

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): That was my intention.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): Then why qualify the second one and not the

first one?

THE CHAIRMAN: We do it in the case of both of them.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): I am not objecting to its boing done in both,

but it makes for a pretty clumsy construction.

THE CHAIRMAN: It is a little bit clumay, but we can ask the rapporteur

to make a better draft of it, if we agree on the principle.
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THE CHAIRMAN: We now come to the point raised

by the Delegate of India; that is, the question

of the undeveloped countries. We have there

the Indian proposal and the Cuban proposal

to discuss.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): Mr. Chairman, I would like Mr.

Torras, who is one of our substitute Delegates and

has studied this part of the matter, to take my

place now, so that he may be able to discuss these

specific points.
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THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Hawkins is away for about five minutes so I have not his

very valuable Advice on this matter. But it comes down to this, if I

understand it rightly: that if there is need for the protection of infant

industries, countries should not be expected to make thesetariffs a

natter of negotiation.

MR. ADARKAR(India). May I add a word in justification of the amendment that

I suggested.It seems to me that we must avoid the danger of overlapping

between the work of this Committee and that of the Joint 1 Committee

on Industrial Development. This problem of industrial development is

extremely complicated. I am not participating in the discussions of that

Committee, but I think that the precise extent to which restrictive

devices should be used, or the conditions under which such devices should

be used, are boing dealt with by them. In connection with that discussion

that Committee will considor not merely the general proposition that such

devices should be allowed to bo used, but will also,go into very great

detail in regard to the prociso conditions under which they should be used,

the type of industries which should bc developed, and safeguards that

should be provided in ordor to prevent abuse of those restrictive devices.

If that matter is going to bc discussed in such detaol in another Committee

it seems best to avoid a discussion of the some subject here, and the beat

thing would be merely to refer to the clauses relating to industrial

development as they will be worked out by that Committee. Then we shall

have automatically taken account of any safeguards which that Comiittee

will device to preavnt excessive reservations being isade by undeveloped

countries in the matter of tariffs and other devices.

MR.LECUYER (France)(Interprosation): I do not think that the question raised

here is of very groat importance. What we are doing here is contomplating

the subsequent negotiations and what will be discussed then.
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will be tariffs During those negotiations the conditions prevailing in

each country will betaken into account. Samecountries will say that

under the conditions prevailing in those countries it is possible to

reduce tariffs, others will say that their tariff's are so low that

they cannot reduce them - and I think you, Mr. Chairman, have referred to

this matter elsewhere. At any rate we shall have negotiations on an

equal footing, and each situation will be taken into account. This does

not mean that I object to referring here, in this Article, to the position
of undeveloped countries, but I would like to say that we cannot foresee
what will be the result of the discussion within the Committee on

Industrial Dcvelopment and, if we adopt such a reference, we should only
do so in a tentative manner -perhaps put it in brackots, in a ,text
similar to that suggested by the Delegate of India, on tho condition that
the text my be revised after we have hard tie results of the discussions
in the Industrial Comitiee.

THE CHAIRMAN:I really think that before putting in a clause like that

we ought to know more about the results of the discussions in the other
Committee on Industrial Development, Perhaps it is better that we should

ask our Rapporteur to got into touch with them. and see whether there is

anything to be done by this Committee with. regard to this Article.

MR. ADARKAR (India): The reason why undeveleped countries will be anxious
to see such a. reservation made in paragraph (1) is the possibility that,
in terms of the first sentence of paragraph (3),anycountry which fails to

fulfil its obligations under paragraph (1) of this Article will expose
itself to certain penalties. What precisely theobligations are is rather
an important question for the undeveloped countries. If it is recognised
that thengotations are subject to any understandings that may be arrived
at in regard to industrial development, their position will be safeguarded
and they-need have no anxiety. Otherwise some veryexplicitor extended
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reservations willbe made. Weare assuming that some proress will be

made in that Committee on Industrial Development, and some specific

provision will be made. It is on that assumption only that the reservation

is proposed.

THE CHAIRMAN : There is one thing on which I am still in difficulty. As

I understand it, we shall have these tariff negotiation in Geneva in

April and we accept to have then. Every country is free to state its

position and find acceptance for its situation and point of view . After

than we shall have the craft of the Charter; we have already had the

first negotiations. The Charter will notcome into affect bofore we have

had the world conference, as I understand it, and then we shall perhaps

have a second set of negotiations. What is the sense of putting this in

the Charter? It would only Can that there would be further reductions

after the initial reductions arrived atin negotiations in Geneva. Is

that not right? We have already agreedto enter into negotiations; there

is no need to put it into the Charter as such, Even the rules do not

iplly, because the Charter ;will be debated after the negotiations - it

if for further negotiations.

MR. HAWKINS (Rapporteur): The negotiations need not necessarily and with these

to be undertaken next spring. They might be going on for years. We might

go one stage next spring, and in addition to that there will be other

countries who are not parties to these negotiations who will be partici-

pating in other negotiations, So the Charter has to lay down rules to

cover all these proposals.
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MR. HAWKINS (United States): I have a few words to say on

the proposalof the Indian Delegate. It seems to me net

appropriate to be inserting in this Article at this staeg
reference to actions which will be considered by the Joint

Committee on Industrialisation before the committee has

even considered the question. We not know what

provisions regarding relaxation of tafiff commitments are

going to be agreed to; and to insert that in here now is

to prejudice the question. It implies that we in this

committee think that there should be some relaxation in

favour of the underdeceloped countries. Now, without

attempting totissuee the merits of that question it does

seen to me to be inappropriate to be puttinga referencee

in this draftf at this stageto some problematical,.
unknown actionwhich may come out ofanother committee.e

In te-limit of what they do we could then reconsidere

what,if any, reference should be made here.ere.

VIDELADSLL (Chile): I think we arc allagreement. unt. I

just consulted with my friend,the Cuban Delegate, Dolate>

sothink the Indian Delegate willbe in agreement, aZreeme,
low the llmiJ ohe line nf the Chigeanonele3atimn.

Toit. is oe say, ta put the exenderons un"Ie No.3 -

beaiusc we referring toerrin-. t that, sancteons. Tharefore,

i;ecannot ndw proceeJ with (a) and (b), about dhe proceJure,

andeloave thu exemptitomorrow tincludingsofcourse,'oi crse,

the exemltlTggested is su::gesded bDelegate and DcLele>gato nl

ate amd tje Chilean Delegate. As the De1ate., .'.s Cuban

old -rat juot tolCL me, te:. cf these Exemptions referrod to

by tge Chileae Deleîaedon aru includcJ in dheir paper; ani

we may m-ak. .a general exemption covering the whole of the

easmptiggestedwq8 sugjQ>ste byfthe Chairman oi Committee II
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in the document to which we have refeffred:

"..whetheran escape clause should be included,

soasto make possible remendial action in cases

where industries were serioously injure because

of reduction or elimination of preferences."

I think we should leave that till the last part of our

discussion, because there are exceptions, althoughwe can

follow tha lines of the other committees and sub-committees

in making.- the generall principles first and then the

exceptions.

MR. McKINNON (Canada): This is, after all, the basic

provision of the Charter relative to tariff negotiations,

and I am inclined to think that if we amend it by means

ofa number ofparagraphs - (a), (b), (c), (d),(e) etc. -

involving or permitting reservations or exceptions to a

general undertaking , negotiate tariffs and state

trading markets. we woul,. be in this particular committee

for another month. I have grave doubts that this,

which is the substantive provision expressing a willing-

ness t. undertake tariff negotiations, should be

qualified in any way. Even. if we know what the other

committeez hal done or is going to -do,what may be done

in the committee in connection with underdeveloped countries

should, in may opinion - if I may use the phrase stand on

its own feet. I do not. believe it should be referred to

here it 11, unless asa matter of drafting a cross-reference

appears t- be necessary. I take much the same view, I think,

that Mr. Hawkins expressed, but I think I feel more strongly

on it than he does - or than he put it - namely, that this

first substantive provision to express a willingness to

negotiate tariffs and preferences should be completely
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unqualified. There are unough escape clauses of one kind

and another being drafted in other committees, or being

considered in other committees, and surely they of

themselves will be substantive articles or chapters of

the Charter, and will speak for themselves.

THE CHAIRMAN: I am inclined to agree with Mr. McKinnon,

that we should not try to put in here more than a

readiness to negotiate tariffs and preferences .or the.

coming negotiations, even after we have had our meeting,

in Geneva. Perhaps the Charter may be adoptedat the

meeting for negotiations, as the starting, point, but

I would suggestit will have no legaleffect, because

I think it will. nt have been adopted:when we start our.

negotiations.
MR. TORIRS (Cuba): This is very important point to the

Cuban Delegation, because of' Cur special economic position.

in regard to and underdeveoped countries. I think this

point should be discussed in the tariff chapter, because

it relates to industrialisation .ind also to tariffs
This industrial negotiation will be taking account of

the relative tariffs- of each country begin, reduced,
with special conslder-ation for those countries which are

in th; early stages of their industrial development.

These arepoints on which we cannot seem to .n:..ree ti put in

here, in order to authorise those countries in these cases

tc maintain adequate labour or trade to protect the indus-

tries and the agricultural production,which mny be injured

by imports if the tariffs: are reduced,in a proper manner.

MR. .ADARKAR (India): I appreciate the difficulty raised by Mr.

Hawkins, that it does look haward to refer to certain
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provisions which have yet to be worked out without

knowing the content of those provisions. However,

from the point of view of the underdeveloped countries

we know the object of the whole discussion which is

taking place in theCommittee on Industrial Development;

we know how the committee has been set up, and it seems

to me that, although it is true we are not undertaking
the actual drafting- cf' the various provisions, it

may be advantageous to adopt some such reservation ns

that suggestedby me in' tentative manner. 'If a

chapter nn industrial development is included in the
Charter, then the reservation still stands. If no.
such chapter is included, then it is open to us to

comn back to this provision and to delete that, and

to consider some substitute. I feel there is danger

of our falling between two fires. On the one hand

we may be tempted -- and surely it may be necessary

also -- to insert a very general provision to the

effect, for example , that underdeveloped countries

should have freedom to maintain tariffs at any level

necessary to, protect 'their domestic industries; but that

will not include any references to safeguards, but,

conditions under which those taroffs may be maintained,

to the types of industries which may be developed, the

criteria which may be adopted in applying.. that principle.

On the other hand we may have no reservation at all, in

which case there is nothiW in this paragraph to safeguard

the position of underdeveloped countries. The paragraphe

says that Members shoul;- enter into negotiations directed

to the "substantial reduction.of tariffs." Now that
expression, "substrntial reduction of tariffs " strikes a
note which is completely out of accord with the intentions
and aspirations of the underdeveloped countries.
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The substantial reduction of tariffs is a principle which does not suit

all countries. It is true that there is scope for reduction of tariffs in

the cse of undeveloped countries and also that all members should enter

into negotiations directed toward a substantial reduction of tariffs;

but, as a principle, it is not fair to expect the undeveloped countries

to accept readily aind without qualification. Now, a reference has been

made in the course of the discussion to anescape clause. I am not sure,

Sir, that escapeclauses which aremeant to deal with emergencies and

not to deal with the current situation would really meet the requirements

of this ctse. I therefore suggest, Sir, that either a tentative roser-

vation of the kind suggested should be rade or that the undeveloped

countriess sh;ul1dL bu given freedom (,nd I speak without committing, the

Indian Delcgatiun) to reserve their position in regard to this principle

cf a substantial reduction of tariffs until they can see .-hat i s happen-

ing in regard to the Chapter on Industrial Develeiopent. That is, of

course, without prejudice to this broad procedure of entering, into

tariff negotiations, because, as I satid, even undeveloped countries will

find ample scope for some reductions in tariffs. Thore is no disagree-

ment or difference of opinion, as far as I can see, between these two

groups of countries in regard. to the necessity or the desirability of

entering into negotiations for tarif' reductions in a broad way next

spring,.

THECHAIRMAN:I think that as things are, and as Mr McKinnon rightly pointed.

out, this is the basic article probably of the whole Charter. I would

like myself to have some time to reflect upon it further, and I am sure

that .Mr. Hawkins and other delegates here would like to do the sane. So

that I propose that we. start our next meeting with this same point.

Our Rapporteur will then perhaps have had time to get in touch with

Committees I abdII,. or with the draftinG sub-committces, to see what

they are working out, and we could perhaps reach a conclusion on that.

Our next..meeting would have to be on Friday afternoon I think
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at three o'clock, because tomorrow we are having a meeting of Committee II

the whole day.
MR HAWKINS (USA): Mr Chairman could I just say that I would like to revert

to the point that Mr Shackle made for additions to the paragraph - or I

maywant to, beacause I did not have much chance to consider it. You

will remember he suggestedputting some thing in brackets.

THE CHAIRMAN: We will leave that to our Rapporteur to make clear. Is that

greeable? The meeting is adjourned.

(The Meeting rose at 6.50 p.m.)

(Adjourned to Friday next,3.0 p.m.)
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